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PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
R. K. Scnorrrro

R. K. Schofield was on leave of absence during the first half of
the year while completiag the telure of a six months' appointmelt
as Visiting Professor in Soil Physics in the Department o[.{tronomy
at Cornell University. \\'ith the help of a travel granr from the
Agricultural Research Council he also visited 22 other research
centres in the United States and 3 in Canada. During these visits
he had stimulatiag discussions on the extent to \ hich meteorological
data can serve as a practical basis for the control of irrigation, and
on physico-chemical equilibria in soil. He wishes to record his
sincere thanks to Dr. Richard Bradield and many others who helped
to make his time in America so profitable and enjoyable.

H. L. Penmaa retumed in May from his six months' visit to
Australia where about two-thirds of his time was spent at the Waite
Agricultural Research Institute and the remainder in visits. These
included an expedition to Lake Ey're rn the " Dead Heart of Aus-
tralia," a visit to a large sheep station. tt one of the semi-arid
regions, many visits to research farms and orchards in intermediate
rainfall regions, arrd inspection of engheering works ia progress
in the construction of reservoirs ut the wet Victorian mountain
regions. A tour of the Murray arrd Murrumbidgee irrigation areas
was based on two- and threeday periods spent at the Common-
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organizatior irrigation
research stations at Merbein, Grffith and Deniliquia. From all
these experiences, supplemented by formal talks and informal
discussions a broad picture, detailed in parts, was obtained of the
water problem in a range of climates all more extreme than that of
the British Isles. On fundamentals most was abstracted from
extended visits to the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization Division of Meteorological Physics where fine
work is being done on the physics of the evaporation process, and
from the Plant Physiology Department at the Waite Institute where
an important school in the study of plant transpiration is being
built up.

While away he was awarded a Darton Prize by the Royal
Meteorological Society for his paper on " Evaporation over the
British Isles." Since his return he has served on the Hyclrotogy
Research Group of the Institution o{ Water Engineers, the Working
Party on Irrigation of the Miuistry oI Agriculture aJxd attended the
London Meetings of U.N.E.S.C.O. Aid. Zote Researcb Committee
as honoraqr consultant.

G. H. Cashen acted as Head of Department duriag the absence
of R. K. Schofield and H. L. Penma.n. A. W. Taylor, who had
been in receipt oI a Research Grant from the Agricultural Research
Council, was appointed in October, 1952 to filI the vacaacy caused
by the resignation oI W. C. A. Hutchiason. J. P- Quirk received
the Ph.D. degree of London University, and returned to resume his
duties with the Division of Soils of the Australia[ Commonu/ealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization. R. L. Closs spent
three months studying temperature gradieDts immediately above
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and below the groutrd surface before returning to New Zealand;
G. M. F. Grundy spent six molths studying soil structure and phy-
sical chemistry before takiDg up an appointment ia Malaya. I. R.
Cowan has joined the department for oae year in preparation for
work in Jamaica on the irrigation of sugar cane; T. E. Tomlinson
is studying soil physical chemistry for some months before taking
up a research appointment in Sierra Leone.

Sorr Curtlv.tuox
Deef plaughittg

A full accouat of the results of the deep ploughilg experimert at
Rothamsted will be prepared \f,hen the second rotatiol is com-
pieted i! 1955. Meanwhile only brief accounts will be giverr in these
ieports. In a season when potato yields were depressed by dry
weather in Jrure aad July, the yields on atl deepploughed plots were
more than a totr per acre less than on the shallow ploughed plots.
This result is very like that of 1951 in rather similar weather con-
ditions. The marked depressions of these two years largely offset
the small but coEisteD.t belefits reported for the first sevel years.
As usual deep ploughing has not afiected the lelds of cereals or the
one-year tras; ley. The results for sugar beet are not yet to hand
owiag to delay in liftiry.

AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY
Irrigatiott

The accouJrt of the sugar beet experim€nts has beea published.
The Woburn experimenl on grilss, sugar beet, early Potatoes

Iollowed by cabbage ard barley has been kept going in spite oI a
shortage of assistance, but only at the level of a primary Seld experi-
ment. 

- It has not yet been possible to start the study of the physical
and biological efiects of irrigation on the soil and on plart Srowth
as was plamed-

The season was wet up to mid-May, thel dry up to the end of
July and wet thereafter. During the dry period water could not be
pui on frequently enough so most ol the soil moisture deficits grew
iarger thaa was planaed. For the rotation crops the Iour treat-
ments were simpliied: O, no irrigation; C, irrigation throughout the
season to try aad maintain the deficit near one inch; A, irrig-ation
in the first half of the season equal to C and then no more; B, no
irrigation in the frst hall of the seasol atrd then irrigation as in C.
Foi gra-as, increasing amounts of irrigatioa were givel in the order
A, B, C. Bief notes on each crop follow.

Gzass. Yields increased with water applied. Between mid-June
a1rl mid-August the O plots were brown and gave no yield- By
mid-September all plots were even in colour and about equal ir
yreld.

Sugar beet. Early watering appeared io be slightly harmful.

Barley. Total water was limited by lodging. Late watering
was better than early; early and late was better than either.

Potato*. E?ltly watering was much better than late: early and
late better thaJt either.
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The- followiag table shows the yields for the watering extremes
at two leyels of nitrogen dressirlg.

Woburn Inigation 1952

Crop Period Rain
(ir.)

Grass .. Apr. 28 Sept. 29 9.6

9.6

SuSar Beet Apr. 2a-Sept.29 9.6

9.6 5.6

Barley .. Apr. 28-Aug. l8 7.0

7-O 2.9

Potatoes Apr. 2a-July 7 4.0

4.0 2.7

Irriga-
tion Plot Yield

5.1

oNr 68.1
oN2 66.2
cNr 97.8
cN2 103.5
oNr 47.1
oN2 55.5
cNr 57.7
cN2 59.6
oNr 21.6
O,r-2 23.0
cNr 22.8
cN2 27.3
oNr 6.0
oNz 6.2cNr 9,7
cN2 10.9

(hay, 7 cuts)

(susar)

(grain)

tons per acre

Eoa?tralion and. lranspirdion
Hitherto all our theoretical eslimates of transpiration have been

based on art empirical conversion factor expressing the ratio of
potcntial tra.nspiration to open water evaporaiion. The theory has
low been extended so that potential transpiration can be estimated
directly Irom weather data. Tests, mafuly op Australian data, have
been encouraging, but their success depends upon a correct value
for a new empirical factor-the difiusive conductaace of the leaf
stomata. Geographical, seasonal and climatic factors are elimi-
nated and onlv this plant constant remains, and in a few vears,time
this, too, should be lsrown when techniques, now in develoDment.
are perfected for measuring it directly. At the same tirire, an
attempt has been made to deal with the complex but importa-nt
case_of orchard irrigation, again with promising results.
- For.the preynt these new developments are primarily of benefit
in clearing up idea^s on the fuadamentals of the pioblem:-in our own
work of the immediate future $'e shall continue to use the empirical
conversion factor. In one application, a Working partv of the
Ministry of Agriculture is drawi:rg up a Technical Buletin settins
out the need for irrigation in Great Britai.D: in a second it has beei
used as the basis for a contribution on Evaporation in a slrnposium
orl Hydrology orga.D.izd by the I nstitution of Water Enginiers.

Mino-climalohg
Throughout the summer I. F Long has built and maintained

thermistor equipmelt giving con ti,ouous records of drv bulb and
wet bulb temperatures at six heights within ard above a potato
crop._ Some of the records have beer analyzed in deta.il t-o give
half-hourly values of water vapour pressui.e gradients from "the
gro_r.llq-gp to !60 cm. durirg days when a dew-balaace, set up by
J. M. Hirst (Plalt Pathology Department) was in use. On ruit ti
of dew, there were three pha-ses on the records: formation, a ste'adv
period, and then re-evaporation. These are represented ia the
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humidity profiles by a vapour pressure increasing from c. 40 cm.
upward, no gradieut, and vaponr pressure decreasing upward.

This valuable piece of preliminary work offers possibilities of
expansion to reveal more of the physical processes involved in
condensation of water on potato leaves and its importance in the
germination of potato blight spores. A similar set of equipment
ha-s been built for use at Wobum on the irrigation experiments.

Eeel flou and water flou in the soil.

J. S. G. McCulloch has worked on this problem at the soil
cytinders in the meteorological enclosure and i.rt the laboratory with
small soil columrs. Previouslv we had recorded rises in the water
table (at about 24 in. below turi) early in the morning a-nd attributed
them to an increase in soil temperature. After failwe of attempts
to reproduce the elfect by artificially applying heat to the soil
surface, it was found that the main features oI the earlier records
were due to thermal expaasions ilr the recording apparatus. Never-
theless, subsequent experiments in the laboratory have shown a
small but real efrect oI temperature on the equilibrium distribution
of water in a vertical column oI soil. Experiments are now in
progress to determine whether differential thermal expalsions and
the efiect of temperature on surface tension provide a satisfactory
explanation.

SOIL PHYSICS

Soil structure and grass roots

ln an attempt to make use of last year's observation that the
metaxy'lem vessels of severed grass roots conduct water, very shallow
roto-tilting was compared with ploughing-out old grarsland as an
autumr seedbed preparation for spring wheat. Unfortunately,
urder the wet winter conditions, el/en repeated rototilling did not
kitl rhe grass which competed too strongly with the wheat. By
conrparhg suctions developed in the surface soil both on th.in Plots
and bn de-turfed patches on grass plots it was shown that the roots
do, ir fact, conduct water upwards. It seems, however, that the
efiect of this on germination will be small except in a very dry spring.

Wotel entry intn sond

Experimeuts on the rate of water movement into dry sand have
shown the importaace of the contact angle, sand-water. As a first
step, work is being carried out on the simpler glass-water system.

Ittcraclion oJ waler and sail tumbs
It has been {ouad that the moisture co[tent and cohesion of soil

crumbs vary continuously with their rate of wetting. At the higher
rates the crumbs are disrupted by the escape of entrapped a.ir. When
repeated under vacuum, diflerent rates of wetting had no effect on
cohesion, indicating that uneven swelling is an unimportant factor.
The work shows that at low suctions it is impossible to irfer the
suction of a soil sample from its moisture content unless the rate of
wettiag is krown- Further, it brings out one of the urcontroUed
variables in the Yoder wet sieving tecbnique, which is frequeltly
used as a criterion of good soil structue.
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Equilibrium lhichness of uater flms
-{ttention has again been given to the problem presented bv the

results of Deryagin and Kussakov who meisured opiically the tlick-
ness of films of liquids on solid surfaces. For pure watir on mica
and glas: the results agree with those to be eipected from Gou1.'s
theorv, but when diluti NaCl solutions were used the films w6re
found to be much thicker than expected. G. H. Cashen has set up
similar optical apparatus, and has broadly confirmed the earliei
results using pure water. While he has noi succeeded in obtainine
satisfactory results with NaCl solutions, his attempts have led ti
ar appreciation of the cause of the trouble. Whin a solution is
used, concentration gradients develop in the initial stages of the
experiment which are only slowly reduced by ionic difiusion. It is
now clear that very elaboiate apfaratus would be required to ensure
complete equilibrium of both salt and water as assumed in the theory,

-\ more promising line of approach has been opened up bv I. ?
Quirk who observed that when orientated aggregites of l{a--m-ont-
morillonite are placed in NaCl solutions of difterent strengths thev
spontaneously disperse when the concentration is less thin N/10d,
From N/100 to N/3.16 the degree of swelling which K. Nohsh,
of the -Pedology Department, measured by X-ray difiraction is
inversely proportional to the square root of'the sall concentration.
Calculations, based on Gouy'i theory, give repulsion pressures
ranging from l0r, dynesAm.r, in N/l0b liaCl wien the platelets
are separated by 160 A to 3 x 106, dynes/cm. in N/3. 16 when the
separation is 28 A. The batanciag attractive force thus appears
to vary inversely as the square of the distance.

PEysrcAL CsEursrny
Physico-chemical determinations on soil. sampl,es

A. !1'. Taylor's work has again centred round the use of 0.01
M CaCl-2 solution in the phvsiio-chemical testing of soil samples.
Using the theoretical approach first iotroduced by Gouv it ha-s 6een
estimated that when a sample of almost any soil from the humid
temperate zone is suspended in this solution the value of pH-lp
(Ca+Mg). which we call the " lime potential," is less than 0.02
treater than the limiting value obtained at lower concentrations.
Hence it can conveniently be determi_oed in this wav to a desree of
accuracy which is ample-for most practical purpor.i. It wo:rnd be
inconvenient to us€ a colcentration much b;low 0.01 M, whiie the
uncertainties introduced by the use of a solution much stronser than
0 01 M are greater and more variable from soil to soil.

In response to a sugllestion received from the Nationat Asri-
cultural Advisory Service the method devised earlier bv R.-K.
Schofield for measuring " lime requirement " has been modiiied so as
to give the amount of alkali taken up by a soil sample to bring its
" lime potential " up to 5. This potential is about one irnit lower ihan
that usually found in soils contaiDing Iree calcium carbonate. In
the modified method cacodylic acid is used in place of p-nitrophenol
and.the determination is_spdeded by using pH ireasurerirorts ii place
of titrations. The method has given encburaging results witli soit
samples t+er from limiag trials laid out by tie Natiorul Agri-
cultural Advisory Service, but it must still be iegarded a^s tentative.

o
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Distribdiou oJ fositioe and negalfue chalges on crystals of kaolinitc
The clay mineral kaolinite is a major constituent of many soils of

the tropics arrd sub-tropics and china clay, which is "l'nost pure
kaoliniti, is a material with marry industrial uses. From the results
of X-ray analysis a clear picture has been formed of the atomic
arrangement \nithitr the crystal lattice, arrd from electron micro-
graphi it is kno$,n that ty?ical crystals have the form of thin hex-
igo'n"l plates, but the lo'cition rira o.igin of the electric charges
cirried by the crystals has not been estabtished. Yet there ca.n be
little doubt that these charges influelce the structure and the
erodabi-titv of kaolinitic soils and the consistency o[ ceramic bodies
arrd slips. "Our understanding of the physical behiviour of kaolinite is
incomplete so long as we lack precise krrowledge about these charges.

Teihniques devised eartier by R. K. Schofield have been
successfully applied to this probterir by H. R. Samson and, for the
frst time, a picture has emerged which appears to cover all the
known facts. The electric charges arise from two quite distinct
causes. One is the replacement nithil the body of the crystal of
At3+ for Sia+ and possibly Mg2+ or Fe2+ for Al3+: each replacement
of this kind gives rise to one unit oI negative charge. Mild treatment
with acid or alkali at room temperature does not alter these charges-
The other cause is the exposure of oxy'ge! atoms at the edge faces
rvhich, being bonded to fewer Si and Al atoms than oxygens in the
llody of tbe lattice can each form al additional bond with a hydrion.
The extent to which these additional bonds are formed depends on
the degree of acidity. If on al average only two-thirds of the
lrcssible bonds are formed the edge faces will be uncharged: if more
ihan two-l hirds are formed they will be positively charged; while
if less tharl two-thhils are formed they will be negatively charged-

The condition brought about by washing kaolinite fust with N.
NaCl containing N./f00 HCI and then with water is especially
interesting, as typical samples remain strongly flocculated after all
the salt has been washed out. In this condition the crystals retain
cxchalgeable sodium ions, showing that they are on the whole
lregatively charged. Samson's discovery that these fl,occulated
ka;linitea absorb small amounts of chloride from very dilute salt
solutiors is readily explained if the edge faces are positively charged
under these rather acid conditions. The flocculation in the absence
of salt is also explicable as due to the attraction of the positively
charged edge of one crjzstal to the overall negative charge of a
neighbouring crystal.

The addition of more than a critical amount of NaOH brings
a.bout two changes: the kaolinite is deflocculated in the absence of
salt, and it repels chloride when NaCl is added. Both efiects are
explained by ihe disappearance of positive charges from the-edge
faies. These positive charges can also be neutralized by the additiou
of oxalates, phosphates, alginates and even Na montmorillonite-
\\rhen sufrcient has been added to bring about deflocculation the
kaolinite has no longer the power to attract chloride ions.

This work is of immediate value in operring up a very promising
line of approach to the study of kaolinite and other clay minerals.
In the long run it should yield information about the stability oI
kaolinitic sbils. This may be particularly valuable in the tropics
and suEtropics.
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